k 2 = ltf/\ + fn 2 y\\ k z = Z 3 0A 2 + ™*y\ h, m 2f k f m% being constants and k* a parameter. In particular the quadrics of Darboux, of Moutard, of Davis [3] , all of the quadrics derived by Wu [9] , the conjugal quadrics [5] , the asymptotic osculating quadrics, and the quadrics Hsiung [ó] has associated with C\ at x all belong to the system (1). We shall denote this family by Q(h, m 2 , h, w 8 ).
2. A characterization of the family. Let a line / be determined by the points per with coordinates given by the expressions p=# M -bx, (T ^= x<g """"* ax • The i^x-associate of /, as defined by Bell [l] , joins the points whose coordinates are (4) P\ = P + 0*Ai Ö-X = o" + 7>^-
Bell [l] has called the one-parameter family of curves defined by
the -Rx-derived curves, and has characterized them in terms of the i?x-associate of /. The jR^-associate of / joins the points
From (4) and (5) we easily prove the following theorems. 
k, I f Ky L being constants. One finds readily that the coordinates of JRX, S\ are given by the expressions
wherein k 2l kz are given by (3) and
We shall call the line joining R\ f S\ the S\(l 2t m 2t lz, ^-associate of I. 
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The reciprocal V of the line / joins x to the point with coordinates 3. The general transformation of Cech. The coordinates of any point R on the tangent to C\ at x may be written in the form
The polar plane of R with respect to Q(k, m^ k, m%) has coordinates («i, U2, Uz, U*) defined by the formulas
If the local coordinates of R be written as (xi, x%, Xz, 0), equations (9) assume the form Bell [l] has given a geometric characterization of this general transformation. Lane [7] has characterized this transformation for the special case h+h^^+mz* The quadric Q_x(/2, w 2 , h, m z ) induces the transformation
The particular quadrics referred to above induce several interesting special transformations (10) and (11). (3) . The tangent to the locus of R\ as x moves along C\ and the point S\ determine a plane it. The plane TT intersects the projective normal in a point P. As x moves along C\ the plane ffs -O envelops a developable surface generated by a line which intersects the projective normal in a point Q. The plane determined by R\j S\ and the harmonic conjugate of x with respect to P and Q has the equation r = 0, T being defined by (2) and wherein The quadric having second order contact with 5 at x and passing through the lines #2 = 0, T==0; #3 = 0, T = 0 has the equation (1), kt being given by (12). We shall denote this quadric by Q u (h, rn 2y In an analogous manner we may define a quadric Q v (h, m 2 , h, m%) with the equation (1) It is easy to verify the following theorems. As the point x moves along C\ the asymptotic tangents generate ruled surfaces R u , R v . Hsiung [ô] has shown the existence of a pair of quadrics associated with R u and R v . He cuts these surfaces by a plane through the points P u = Xu+Ax t P v~xv +Bx.
The anti-asymptotic osculating quadrics (assumed distinct) intersect in the asymptotic tangents and in a conic whose plane passes through the projective normal if and only if C\ is a pangeodesic. These quadrics coincide if and only if
The locus of the conic having ordinary contact at P u and second order contact at P" with these sections is a quadric ö( -1, 0, 0, -1) whose equation is (1) with kt, given by the formula 
Interchanging the roles of the asymptotic curves and ruled surfaces, a second point P v with coordinates
The R\-associate of the reciprocal of the projective normal, that reciprocal, the line P u Pv defined by (15) and (16), and the tangent to the R\-derived curve through x are concurrent, and are moreover harmonic. The R\-associate of the line P u Pv is the projective normal.
Itisknown [7] that the asymptotic osculating quadric Q v (0,1,0, -1) reduces to the quadric of Wilczynski if C\ is tangent to the asymptotic curve v = const., and has an inflexion at x, and to the quadric of Fubini if C\ is tangent to # = const., and has the tangent plane to S at x as stationary osculating plane. These quadrics are respectively the special quadrics ik = l, h = l/3 of the pencil (17)
Lane J8] has characterized the invariant parameter h of the pencil (17) in terms of a cross ratio whose elements involve the quadric of Lie (ft = 0) and the quadric of Wilczynski (& = l). The definition (8) of mz enables us to describe the invariant parameter h without recourse to any special quadric of (17).
The quadric (MO, W2, 0, ra 3 ) for a curve C\ tangent to v=* const, and having an inflexion at x (X = 0, X'+j8 = 0) has the equation (17) with A=-m3. The definitions (8) imply that 7 = 1, & = 0, niz=L, w 2 = iT. From (6) we find that JR = P M , S = crx. Then the points R\, S\ determining the S\(0, ^2, 0, w 3 )-associate of 7 are found from the cross ratio equations (x, p M , p, R\) = i£, (x, (TX, <r, Sx) = L = -/*.
